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Fall Has
Arrived!

MSI sponsored a hole at the
annual Kids Chance Golf Outing
this month, and it was great to
see eveyrone again! The
beautiful, “balmy” day started
with freezing temperatures and a
strong breeze, but the shining sun
and a cup of steaming hot coffee
or coco was enough to chase the
chills away! We look forward to
participating again next year!
Most doctors have returned to
scheduling IMEs and Records
Reviews with safety precautions
in place. We at MSI are still
working remotely and are
available and ready to assist you.
Our team has continued
providing excellent service the
past few months and can address
any urgent needs you may have;
you can expect the same level of
exceptional service you have
come to know and trust!
Please reach out to if there is
anything we can do to help keep
your cases on track or if you have
any questions!

MSI’s Rescue
Pets: Meet
Yoshi!
This month we are featuring a furry
family member from our Account
Executive Keri’s family.

MSI continues to highlight our team member’s rescue pets! Most of our staff
has a furry family member adopted through a local shelter, and we are
highlighting one of them and the organization that brought them home to us
each issue, to raise awareness and support for these organizations. They are
still providing love and exceptional care during the current circumstances,
so please check them out if you are considering adding a 4 legged friend to
your family!
Adopted from Tailwaggers 911 Rescue in Saukville, 2 1/2 year old Yoshi
demonstrates his Basset Hound/Jack Russel Terrier heritage with his
obsession for playing catch and hoarding balls. Yoshi has shown he also has a
talent for climbing the ladder to the backyard swing set and then sliding
down the slide! Because the swing set has double slides, side by side, Yoshi
and the family children have been known to have “slide races”. Yoshi also
has a penchant for the toaster and will come running from anywhere in the
house if the toaster is even touched.
To find out more about this shelter and to check out their adoptables, please
visit https://www.tailwaggers911.com/.

Doctor Highlight
Wellington Hsu, MD
Board Certified in Orthopaedic
Surgery, American Board of
Orthopaedic Surgery

Your MSI
Team

How many records are too
many? There are never too
many for Ashley to procure,
sort, process, and organize per
our doctors’ instructions. She
ships the records and other
case documents on time to the
doctor and verifies receipt so
you can rest assured that the
doctor has everything he needs
to review and complete the
report on time.
Ashley also maintains our exam
rooms and coordinates our
office functions that help make
Medical Systems a fun place to
work. Ashley exemplifies
positivity and enjoys that no
two days on the job are ever
the same. Outside the office
Ashley spends her time
relaxing with her sons and
family. If you ever want to
know where Ashley has been,
just ask to see her collection of
souvenir squished pennies from
all the places that she has
visited.
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Dr. Wellington Hsu is in
active practice in Illinois
with Northwestern Medical
Group and is also licensed in
Wisconsin where he
regularly travels to perform
IME’s in the Milwaukee area.
He is an orthopedic surgeon
that specializes in and will
only address the spine.
Dr. Hsu earned his
undergraduate degree at the
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and his M.D. at the
Vanderbilt University School
of Medicine in Tennessee.
He completed his residency
at the University of
California, Los Angeles in
the Department of
Orthopaedic Surgery, as well
as a post-doctoral basic
science fellowship followed
by a spine surgery fellowship
at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison.
Dr. Hsu is board certified
with the American Board of
Orthopaedic Surgery. He is
currently a Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery and
Neurological Surgery at the

Northwestern Medicine
Feinberg School of Medicine.
He has been awarded many
honors and awards, as well
as research grants. He is a
member of many societies,
such as the Cervical Spine
Research Society and
Orthopaedic Research
Society. He also serves on
many committees and in
leadership positions for the
American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons, North
American Spine Society,
Lumbar Spine Research
Society, Cervical Spine
Research Society,
Northwestern Memorial
Hospital, and Northwestern
University Department of
Orthopaedic Surgery to
name a few.
Dr. Hsu conducts Worker’s
Compensation and Personal
Injury Record Reviews and
IMEs for Medical Systems.
Click here to schedule with
Dr. Wellington Hsu. Or call
800-261-3278.

